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Objective: We investigated: i) the reliability and validity of a Brazilian version of the Community
Assessment of Psychic Experiences (CAPE), developed to detect and characterize psychotic
experiences in the general population; and ii) the association between psychotic experiences,
childhood adversity, and cannabis use in a population-based sample.
Methods: We performed factorial analyses and generalized linear models with CAPE scores as the
dependent variable in a sample composed of 217 first-episode psychosis patients, 104 unaffected
biological siblings, and 319 non-psychotic population-based participants.
Results: After removing seven items from its positive dimension and two items from its negative
dimension, a 33-item Brazilian version of the CAPE showed acceptable adjustment indices
(confirmatory fit index = 0.895; goodness of fit index = 0.822; parsimony goodness of fit index =
0.761; root mean square error of approximation [RMSEA] = 0.055, p [RMSEA p 0.05] = 0.04) and
internal consistency in all its dimensions (4 0.70). Childhood adversity was associated with higher
scores in all three dimensions, as well as with total score. Lifetime cannabis use was associated with
higher scores only in the positive dimension.
Conclusion: The proposed Brazilian version of the CAPE corroborates the tridimensional approach
for assessing psychosis-proneness, and the frequency and severity of psychotic manifestations are
distributed as a spectrum in the general population.

Keywords: Psychotic experience; psychometric property; general population, cannabis; childhood
adversity

Introduction

Psychotic disorders affect around 3% of the world’s
population and are an important public health problem
due to their high morbidity and mortality.1 Epidemiological
studies indicate that psychotic symptoms are not only
experienced by people diagnosed with psychotic dis-
orders, but also by healthy individuals in the general
population.2-4 These so-called psychotic experiences
(PEs) are considered part of a spectrum in which psy-
chotic symptoms are dimensionally distributed throughout

the general population.4,5 According to this model, the
more intense these experiences are, the greater the
functional impairment, and the closer individuals come to
clinical diagnosis.5 In addition, known risk factors for
psychotic disorders, such as cannabis use6 and childhood
adversity,7 are also associated with PEs.

The annual prevalence of PEs is estimated at 7.2% in
the general population,5 although this varies across
countries and age-groups, ranging from 19% in the
United Kingdom8 and 17.5% in The Netherlands9 to
11.7% in Australia.10 Epidemiological data also suggest a
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correlation between PE prevalence and the rate of psy-
chosis.11 In low- and middle-income countries, little is
known about manifestations on the psychosis spectrum.
In a study conducted in the city of São Paulo, Brazil, PEs
were described in 30.7% of the sample, although they had
no overall impact on everyday life.2

The striking variation in PE prevalence around the
globe might be explained by the different tools used to
survey PEs and, consequently, the distinctive criterion
used to estimate their occurrence. For instance, the use
of instruments originally developed to diagnose estab-
lished psychiatric disorders could mischaracterize the
occurrence of PEs, resulting in either under- or over-
estimation. A similar situation could occur when PEs are
evaluated through self-report instruments without the
supervision of a mental health specialist to ensure data
quality. Moreover, PEs could also be influenced by a
combination of specific social and biological factors,
which could vary around the world. Thus, the worldwide
occurrence of PEs should be studied using a homo-
geneous methodology, including specially developed
instruments, especially in low- and middle-income coun-
tries, where such validation is lacking.

The Community Assessment of Psychic Experiences
(CAPE) scale was specifically developed to study the
psychosis spectrum in epidemiological studies. The CAPE
evaluates the occurrence of PEs and the distress caused
by such experiences in the general population according
to three dimensions – positive, negative, and depressive –
constructs based on the symptom clusters observed in
psychotic patients.3

The CAPE has been validated in several European
countries,3,12-15 with good psychometric properties.16

However, this instrument has not yet been validated in
low- and middle-income countries, which might partly
explain the lack of studies on PEs in these populations.
The adaptation of the CAPE to different languages and
cultures could contribute to a better understanding of
epidemiological variance in the psychosis spectrum in
distinct geographic areas and ethnic groups, allowing
better cross-country comparison of data obtained through
a homogenous construct and similar methodological
procedures.

Therefore, the aim of this study was to investigate the
reliability and validity of the Portuguese version of the
CAPE in a Brazilian sample that consisted of first-episode
psychosis (FEP) patients, their unaffected siblings, and
non-psychotic population-based participants. To contribute
to construct validity, we investigated whether sociodemo-
graphic characteristics, history of childhood adversity, and
cannabis use were associated with PE occurrence among
the population-based participants in the expected direction.5

Methods

This study is part of an epidemiologic investigation cal-
led Schizophrenia and Other Psychoses Translational
Research: Environment and Molecular Biology (STREAM).
It aimed to estimate the incidence of schizophrenia and
other psychoses and investigate possible associations
between environmental and biological factors in the

occurrence of mental disorders in Ribeirão Preto, state
of São Paulo, Brazil.17,18 The epidemiologic catchment
area consists of Ribeirão Preto, the main city, and other
25 municipalities, with a total population of 1,327,989
inhabitants (Brazilian Census, 201019).

The STREAM study is part of the multicenter European
Network of National Schizophrenia Networks Studying
Gene – Environment Interactions (EU-GEI) study (http://
www.eu-gei.com), an international consortium to investi-
gate the etiology, mechanisms and prognoses of schizo-
phrenia and other psychotic disorders.18,20

Participants

A total of 640 participants were recruited, consisting of
217 FEP patients, 104 unaffected siblings of the FEP
patients, and 319 population-based non-psychotic indivi-
duals. All participants were aged between 16-64 years old
and resided in the Ribeirão Preto epidemiologic catch-
ment area. The study was conducted between April 2012
and March 2015.

Eligible FEP patients had made first contact with a
mental health service due to the manifestation of
psychotic symptoms during the 3-year period of the
STREAM study. Patients whose psychotic symptoms
were due psychoactive substance use or another medical
condition were excluded. The inclusion of siblings was
based on the patient’s verbal consent to their invitation
and no history of psychosis. We included the biological
siblings in our study because these are considered a high
risk group for psychosis, given the shared genetic and
environmental factors. The population-based participants
consisted of a representative sample of the at-risk popu-
lation in the epidemiologic catchment area who had never
presented psychotic symptoms.

Clinical assessment was conducted by trained psychol-
ogists and psychiatric nurses using the Structured Clini-
cal Interview (SCID)21 for DSM-IV for the confirmation
(patients) or the exclusion (siblings and population-based
participants) of a psychotic disorder diagnosis.

Instruments

The CAPE consists of 42 items intended to measure PEs,
which are estimated in three dimensions: positive (20
items), negative (14 items), and depressive (eight items).
The instrument is structured in four-point Likert scales
to register the frequency with which PEs occur (1 = never,
4 = almost always) and the degree of suffering they have
caused (1 = none, 4 = much).3

The reliability and factorial validity of the CAPE have
been estimated across multiple samples.16,22 In a meta-
analytic review, Mark & Toulopoulou16 found a mean
reliability estimate of 0.91 (standard deviation [SD] =
0.05). The CAPE-42’s three factorial structure has also
been confirmed through confirmatory factorial analysis
(CFA) and exploratory factorial analysis (EFA).12,14

Recently, its factorial equivalence was also corroborated
in an EU-GEI study, in which the STREAM data, repor-
ted herein, were included (confirmatory fit index [CFI]
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and Tucker Lewis index 4 0.9; root mean square error
of approximation [RMSEA] o 0.05).22

The process of translating and adapting the CAPE to
Brazilian Portuguese was undertaken by the STREAM
research team. Two medical doctors, specialists in mental
health, performed independent translations and the final
consensus version included the participation of a third
specialist in the area. This version underwent back-
translation by a bilingual researcher associated with the
EU-GEI consortium.

The Childhood Trauma Questionnaire is a self-report
questionnaire investigating five subtypes of childhood
adversity (emotional, physical and sexual abuse, and
physical and emotional neglect). The instrument consists
of 25 items, which are rated on a five-point Likert scale
(1 = never true, 5 = very often true) ranging from five to
25 points.23,24

The Cannabis Experience Questionnaire consists of 16
questions that explore the respondent’s usage pattern of
cannabis and other psychoactive substances, including
information about date of onset, frequency, expenditures,
and symptoms related to drug consumption.25 Only infor-
mation about cannabis use was considered in this study.
The frequency of cannabis use was classified in three
main categories: a) mild/moderate: when the reported
frequency was ‘‘only once or twice in my life,’’ ‘‘a few
times a year,’’ or ‘‘a few times a month’’; b) heavy: when
the frequency reported was ‘‘more than once a week’’ or
‘‘everyday’’; and c) never used.

Data collection

The test battery was applied to the sample according to
EU-GEI consortium guidelines. To standardize the data
collection and minimize the influence of low education
level, all items were read to the participants.

Statistical analysis

Demographic and clinical characterization

IBM SPSS version 20 was used to analyze the demo-
graphic and clinical characterization of the sample. Data
were explored through mean (M), SD, median, and frequen-
cies. Pearson’s chi-square test was used to evaluate
categorical variables. The Lilliefors-corrected Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test was used to examine the normal distribution of
the sample. Ordinal variables were analyzed using one-
way analysis of variance with a Bonferroni post-hoc test.
For comparisons between two groups, we used Student’s
t-test. P-values p 0.05 were considered significant.

Psychometric evidence

Initially, we evaluated the normality distribution of the
items by asymmetry (Sk), Kurtosis (Ku), and frequency
(%), with values considered as non-indicative of severe
normality violation when items presented Sk p 3.0 and
Ku o 10.0.26

CFA was conducted to determine whether the con-
struct presented an adequate fit for this study’s sample.

We used as goodness of fit indices (GFI), chi-square and
degrees of freedom ratio (chi-square/df), CFI, parsimony
GFI (PGFI), and RMSEA. Acceptable goodness of fit was
found for the model (CFI and GFI 4 0.90, PGFI values 4
0.60, and RMSEA values o 0.10).26,27 EFA revealed an
acceptable factor load (4 0.50). The CFA and EFA
analyses were performed in AMOS® version 23.0.

The internal consistency was calculated with the
standardized Cronbach’s alpha coefficient (a) for each
factor suggested in the inventories and the stratified alpha
coefficient for the total scale. We considered X 0.70 an
acceptable value.26

Regression analysis

We used a generalized linear model to evaluate the asso-
ciation between the dependent variable (CAPE scores)
and the independent variables (childhood adversity and
cannabis use). In the first step (model 1), we investi-
gated the main effects of childhood adversity (divided into
three categories: no maltreatment (reference), one child-
hood adversity, and two or more childhood adversities) and
cannabis use (also divided into three categories: never
used [reference], mild/moderate use, and heavy use) on
PE outcomes (model 1, unadjusted). As a second step, we
performed the same analysis, while adjusting for a priori
confounders, i.e., sex, age, marital status, and years of
education (model 2). Statistical analysis was based on b
and standard error (SE). SAS® version 9.4 statistical
package was used for this analysis.

Ethics statement

All participants gave written informed consent prior to
inclusion, and the study was approved by the local ethics
committee (process 12606/2012).

Results

Features of the sample

No significant age differences were found among the
three groups (Table 1). The percentage of males was
higher in the patients and population-based groups than
the unaffected siblings. A higher percentage of patients
classified as having less education (i.e., p 9 years) than
the other groups, and the majority of the patients were not
in a stable relationship, unlike the unaffected siblings and
population-based participants (Table 1).

As expected, the patient group scored significantly
higher across the three PE dimensions and higher for
distress on the Brazilian CAPE-33 (see below) than the
other groups. No statistically significant differences were
found between unaffected siblings and population-based
participants (Table 1).

CAPE psychometric evidence

We analyzed the CAPE’s psychometric evidence for the
total sample (n=640). Items 34, 41, and 42 had the lowest
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means, most commonly scored as never. These items
also did not obtain sufficient Sk and Ku scores and
violated the normality criterion (Table 2).

The original three-factor model of the CAPE-42 adjus-
ted for the total sample underwent CFA analysis and
presented a poor/acceptable fit quality in our sample.
Consequently, the original model of the instrument was
refined through EFA. In this phase, nine items that did not
obtain a factorial load 4 0.50 were eliminated. Among
these items, seven were related to the positive dimension:
5 Messages from TV, 6 False appearance, 11 Being
important, 13 Being special, 17 Influenced by devices,
20 Voodoo, and 41 Capgras syndrome; and two were
related to the negative dimension: 4 Not talkative and
8 No emotion.

After removing these nine items, a new three-dimen-
sional model, now with 33 items (CAPE-33), presented
improved CFA results, including an acceptable/good
adjustment in the following adjustment indexes: CFI =
0.895; GFI = 0.822; PGFI = 0.761; RMSEA = 0.055,
p [RMSEA p 0.05] = 0.04.

The three dimensions of the resulting CAPE-33
obtained very good internal consistency indexes: positive
(a = 0.88), negative (a = 0.89), and depressive (a = 0.86).
The CAPE-33 scale, as a whole, presented an a = 0.94.

Psychotic experiences in population-based participants

Women had significantly higher scores overall, especially
the negative and depressive dimensions of the Brazilian
CAPE-33. No statistically significant differences were
found regarding age, marital status or education among
the participants (p-values X 0.28) (Table 3).

Seventy (21.9%) of the 319 population-based partici-
pants reported experiencing childhood adversity (45
women and 25 men). Among them, 38 reported one type
of adversity and 32 reported two or more types according
to the Childhood Trauma Questionnaire. Fifty-nine
(18.5%) participants had a positive lifetime history of

cannabis use; 30 (9.4%) of them reported light/moderate
use and 29 (9.1%), heavy use.

Having experienced two or more childhood adversities
was associated with greater reports of PEs in all the three
dimensions, as well as with higher total CAPE scores,
than having experienced one type of or no childhood
adversity. In addition, having experienced only one
adversity in childhood was also associated with higher
negative, depressive, and total CAPE scores (Table 4).

Compared to those who never used cannabis, only
heavy cannabis use was associated with higher PE
scores in the positive dimension and, when adjusted
for sociodemographic variables, in total CAPE scores
(Table 4).

Discussion

We investigated the psychometric properties of the Por-
tuguese version of the CAPE-42 and the association
between childhood adversity, cannabis use and the
occurrence of PEs in Brazilian individuals from the
general population. The Brazilian version of the CAPE
presented acceptable reliability and validity after removing
nine items, maintaining the factorial distribution pro-
posed in the original instrument3 for all the three dimen-
sions: positive, negative, and depressive. PEs were
detected in individuals from the Brazilian community and
were significantly associated with heavy cannabis use
and childhood adversity.

Although the total sample size (n=640) met the requi-
rements for CFA,26 good adjustment indexes were not
initially obtained the original CAPE model. An EFA was
then performed26 and nine items did not obtain a good
factorial load (4 0.50), seven (items 5, 6, 11, 13, 17, and
20) from the positive dimension and two (items 4 and 8)
from the negative dimension.

One possible explanation for the low scores on these
items is that terms used for the Capgras syndrome and
Voodoo items, for example, might have been unfamiliar to

Table 1 Demographic characterization and psychotic experiences according to the Brazilian CAPE-33 (n=640)

CAPE-33
First-episode psychosis

patients (n=217)
Siblings
(n=104)

Population-based
participants (n=319) Statistic test p-value

Age in years 30.7 (12.0) 30.9 (11.1) 33.0 (12.5) 2.7* 0.07
Male, n (%) 128 (59.0) 29 (27.9) 153 (48.0) 42.81w o 0.01
Education p 9 years, n (%) 119 (54.8) 35 (33.7) 78 (24.5) 51.97w o 0.01
Single, n (%) 158 (72.8) 48 (46.2) 145 (45.5) 27.29w o 0.01

Occurrence of PEs
Positive 22.8 (7.9) 15.6 (3.7) 15.4 (2.7) 144.58* o 0.01
Negative 23.5 (8.0) 18.0 (6.5) 17.4 (4.7) 64.86* o 0.01
Depressive 16.8 (5.9) 13.7 (4.8) 13.3 (4.0) 36.35* o 0.01
Total 63.1 (19.0) 47.3 (14.1) 46.0 (10.0) 98.45* o 0.01

Distress caused by PEs
Positive 17.3 (11.5) 7.7 (7.2) 5.6 (4.4) 102.24* o 0.01
Negative 23.5 (8.0) 18.0 (6.5) 17.4 (4.7) 52.20* o 0.01
Depressive 16.1 (8.4) 13.2 (7.7) 11.2 (7.1) 28.89* o 0.01
Total 53.2 (28.2) 34.2 (22.3) 28.9 (17.9) 90.45* o 0.01

Data presented as mean (standard deviation), unless otherwise specified.
CAPE = Community Assessment of Psychic Experiences; PEs = psychotic experiences.
*One-way analysis of variance.
wPearson’s chi-square test.
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the participants, which could have led to confusion about
their meaning. Thus, a high frequency of never responses
occurred for these items. According to the Index of Basic
Education Development,28 Brazilian education levels are
still below expectations for emerging countries. An alter-
native hypothesis is that these items describe ideas and
behaviors that are culturally misjudged by the sample,
particularly those related to religious or mystical content,
which may also have led to inconsistencies in the respon-
ses. Despite Brazil’s cultural diversity and religious
syncretism, Christianity is the largest religion, with a
high number of Catholics (64.6%) and Protestants (22.2%)
citizens (http://www.ibge.gov.br).

Item 6 (False appearance) may have suggested a
double meaning and thus failed to explain the construct it
was intended to represent. In the Spanish version of the
CAPE, the same item did not obtain a good factorial load
and was reallocated to the depressive dimension.14 The

same misinterpretation could have occurred in items 4
(Not talkative) and 8 (No emotion). In the German version
of the CAPE, for example, items 4 and 8 were made
subfactors in the negative dimension (emotional with-
drawal and affective blunting, respectively), which allowed
better factor loads and good adjustment indices.15

After the nine items were removed, acceptable adjust-
ment indices were found in CFA of the Brazilian CAPE-33,
which were distributed in three dimensions: 13 positive,
12 negative, and eight depressive. The absolute (CFI =
0.895) and relative (GFI = 0.822) indices were very close
to good quality (4 0.9). In parsimony analysis, the
instrument obtained a PGFI = 0.761 and, in the population
discrepancy, the adjustment was acceptable (RMSEA =
0.055), being close to the reference value (p 0.05).26

The internal consistency analysis of the CAPE-33
resulted in good Cronbach’s a values in the three dimen-
sions. The negative dimension obtained the highest value

Table 2 Descriptive statistics, factors loads of the confirmatory factor analysis and internal consistency of CAPE-42 items in a
Brazilian sample (n=640)

Frequency (%)

Items CAPE-42
Mean
(SD) Never Sometimes Frequently

Almost
often Sk Ku

Factors
loads

Internal
consistency

1. Sad 2.42 (0.86) 6 65 10 19 0.86 -0.34 0.69 0.64
2. Double meaning 1.68 (0.85) 50 38 5 7 1.31 1.24 0.53 0.53
3. Lack of enthusiasm 1.88 (0.98) 42 40 6 12 1.03 0.095 0.60 0.55
4. Not talkative 1.91 (1.06) 46 32 7 15 0.94 -0.39 o 0.50
5. Messages from TV 1.39 (0.66) 68 27 2 3 2.03 4.66 o 0.50
6. False appearance 2.18 (0.84) 17 59 13 11 0.77 0.22 o 0.50
7. Persecuted 1.49 (0.83) 67 22 5 6 1.80 2.5 0.60 0.61
8. No emotion 1.51 (0.78) 62 30 3 5 1.77 2.86 o 0.50
9. Pessimism 1.73 (0.90) 50 35 7 8 1.22 0.73 0.57 0.51
10. Conspiracy 1.41 (0.78) 72 20 3 5 2.09 3.82 0.56 0.55
11. Be important 1.59 (0.90) 62 25 5 8 1.56 1.49 o 0.50
12. No future 1.58 (0.89) 62 26 4 8 1.58 1.63 0.63 0.57
13. Be special 1.44 (0.85) 73 17 3 7 2.01 3.07 o 0.50
14. Not worth living 1.64 (0.92) 57 29 5 9 1.44 1.15 0.75 0.69
15. Telepathy 1.31 (0.68) 79 15 3 3 2.55 6.34 0.55 0.54
16. No interest in others 1.74 (0.87) 47 40 5 8 1.22 0.94 0.61 0.61
17. Influenced by devices 1.32 (0.74) 81 11 3 5 2.54 5.69 o 0.50
18. Lack of the motivation 1.81 (0.87) 41 45 6 8 1.13 0.78 0.70 0.69
19. Frequently cry 1.64 (0.94) 60 24 7 9 1.39 0.82 0.64 0.58
20. Vodoo 1.56 (0.92) 65 22 4 9 1.67 1.74 o 0.50
21. No energy 1.77 (0.87) 44 42 6 8 1.18 0.86 0.68 0.65
22. Odd looks 1.63 (0.89) 58 29 6 7 1.44 1.24 0.56 0.55
23. Empty mind 1.52 (0.85) 65 24 5 6 1.71 2.16 0.64 0.57
24. Thought withdrawal 1.23 (0.66) 86 8 2 4 3.00 9.24 0.58 0.6
25. Lack of activity 1.65 (0.91) 57 29 6 8 1.39 1.01 0.63 0.56
26. Thought insertion 1.28 (0.67) 81 13 3 3 2.67 6.9 0.65 0.59
27. Blunted feelings 1.36 (0.72) 75 18 3 4 2.28 4.9 0.62 0.59
28. Thought broadcasting 1.35 (0.72) 76 17 3 4 2.28 4.84 0.60 0.58
29. Lack of spontaneity 1.48 (0.76) 64 28 3 5 1.78 2.92 0.57 0.54
30. Thought echo 1.32 (0.70) 78 16 2 4 2.52 6.13 0.62 0.55
31. External control 1.31 (0.71) 80 13 3 4 2.57 6.13 0.66 0.6
32. Blunted emotions 1.69 (0.92) 54 32 5 9 1.33 0.89 0.68 0.61
33. Verbal hallucinations 1.48 (0.83) 68 22 4 6 1.85 2.65 0.71 0.67
34. Voices conversing 1.23 (0.65) 87 8 2 3 3.19 9.67 0.55 0.55
35. Lack of hygiene 1.42 (0.77) 71 20 4 5 2.03 3.61 0.57 0.53
36. Unable to terminate 1.66 (0.85) 52 36 5 7 1.38 1.42 0.65 0.6
37. Lack of hobby 1.58 (0.85) 60 29 4 7 1.57 1.81 0.58 0.56
38. Guilty 1.77 (0.85) 44 42 7 7 1.12 0.81 0.57 0.5
39. Failure 1.62 (0.90) 59 28 5 8 1.5 1.35 0.75 0.69
40. Feeling tense 2.15 (0.94) 24 51 11 14 0.71 -0.27 0.66 0.6
41. Capgras syndrome 1.11 (0.42) 93 6 0 1 5.20 30.03 o 0.50
42. Visual hallucinations 1.24 (0.63) 84 11 2 3 3.08 9.55 0.61 0.55

CAPE = Community Assessment of Psychic Experiences; Ku = kurtosis; SD = standard deviation; Sk = asymmetry.
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(a = 0.89), close to that found in a Spanish study,14 in
which psychotic patients were assessed (a = 0.88), as
well as that found in an Italian study,13 which included a
sample of non-psychotic students (a = 0.86). The German
version of the CAPE found the same internal consistency
value in the positive dimension as the Brazilian CAPE-33
(a = 0.88) and a very close value in the depressive
dimension (a = 0.85 for the German version and a = 0.86
for the Brazilian version).15 This agreement could be due
to the characteristics of the samples, since both studies
included people from the general population and psycho-
sis patients.

The distribution of the FEP sample by sex was similar
to that described in epidemiological studies,18 with a
higher percentage of PEs observed in men. The severity
of the disorder was associated with lower educational
levels and poor social functioning.29

As expected, the patient group reported PEs at a
greater frequency than the unaffected siblings group and
the population-based group. Although we cannot rule
out the possibility of under-reporting by the siblings, we
do not believe that this occurred, first of all because the
included siblings were possibly healthier, and perhaps the
women were caregivers. In addition, in all dimensions,
there were siblings and population-based participants
with high CAPE-33 scores, similar to those observed
in the patient group. These participants, who varied from
expected group values, are called outliers in statistical
terms, meaning atypical values that are far from standard
values for a given sample. The presence of atypical
values in CAPE-33 scores among individuals undiagnosed
with a psychotic disorder corroborates the hypothesis of PE
continuity in the general population, reinforcing the proposi-
tion that psychosis is not limited to categories described in
diagnostic manuals, such as the DSM-5.

Reports of PEs in the negative and depressive dimen-
sions were greater among women than men. This could
be associated with a higher prevalence of depressive
symptoms in women and, thus, a predisposition to report
negative and depressive experiences.30 In an Italian
study,13 for example, although the authors indicated that
no substantial differences were found between the sexes,
mean CAPE scores were higher in all dimensions for
women than men.

We found no association between PE and age range,
marital status, or education level. This result seems to go
against previous data suggesting that PEs would be more
common in younger, less educated, and single people.5,31

This could indicate that PEs are characterized differen-
tly in emerging countries than in countries with higher
incomes, where such studies have predominated.32

In our Brazilian community-based sample, the experi-
ence of any childhood adversity (physical, emotional,
or sexual abuse, or physical or emotional neglect) was
positively associated with PEs in all CAPE-33 dimen-
sions. This agrees with what has been reported in
previous studies on non-clinical populations.33,34 Another
important finding was the association of two or more
types of childhood adversity with greater reports of
PEs in all CAPE-33 dimensions. This result could be
related to the association between higher frequency,T
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persistence, and intensity of exposure to early stress
with worse mental health outcomes, which corroborates
previous findings.35

The association between PE and cannabis use was
significant only in the positive dimension, which was
similar to the findings of studies conducted with non-
clinical populations in other countries.36 This reinforces
the fact that the higher the substance use, the greater the
rate of PEs in the studied population.37

This study has some limitations. First, conducting a
pilot study to test the semantic quality of the questions
could have helped reformulate items later considered of
low comprehension. Second, we were unable to test the
effects of specific subtypes of abuse and neglect and their
association with PEs due to the relatively scarcity of

participants in the population-based group who reported
each adversity subtype. In addition, the CAPE does not
collect temporal data on PE onset, and thus we were
unable to refine our statistical analysis by including
volunteers whose PE onset was prior to the occurrence
of childhood adversity or initiation of cannabis use.
Regarding the inclusion of our volunteers, no randomiza-
tion method was possible in sibling recruitment, which
could have led to a bias towards recruiting healthier
siblings. It is important to point out that the included
siblings might have been the patients’ caregivers, and for
this reason agreed to take part in the study.

Despite these limitations, our study has a number of
strengths. Firstly, the non-psychotic group, consisting of
population-based participants residing in the epidemiologic

Table 4 Generalized linear models of the occurrence of psychotic experiences as measured by the Brazilian CAPE-33,
according to childhood trauma and cannabis use in population-based participants (n=319)

Crude Adjusted*

CAPE-33 n Mean (SD) Min-Max b (SE) p-value b (SE) p-value

Positive dimension (13-30)
Intercept 15.00 (0.16) o 0.01 14.76 (0.89) o 0.01
No adversity 249 15.0 (2.3) 13-24 Reference Reference
One early adversity 38 15.8 (3.1) 13-23 0.80 (0.46) 0.08 0.76 (0.46) 0.10
X 2 early adversities 32 17.7 (4.2) 13-30 2.68 (0.49) o 0.01 2.62 (0.51) o 0.01

Intercept 15.16 (0.16) o 0.01 15.41 (0.91) o 0.01
No cannabis use 260 15.1 (2.6) 13-30 Reference Reference
Use mild/moderate 30 15.6 (3.3) 13-25 0.46 (0.52) 0.37 0.54 (0.52) 0.30
Heavy user 29 17.0 (3.0) 13-22 1.80 (0.53) o 0.01 1.87 (0.54) o 0.01

Negative dimension (12-38)
Intercept 16.89 (0.29) o 0.01 18.48 (1.53) o 0.01
No adversity 249 16.9 (4.3) 12-38 Reference Reference
One early adversity 38 18.5 (5.1) 12-33 1.63 (0.79) 0.04 1.62 (0.79) 0.04
X 2 early adversities 32 19.7 (5.5) 12-33 2.79 (0.85) o 0.01 2.46 (0.88) o 0.01

Intercept 17.27 (0.29) o 0.01 19.02 (1.54) o 0.01
No cannabis use 260 17.3 (4.7) 12-38 Reference Reference
Use mild/moderate 30 17.8 (4.9) 12-33 0.49 (0.90) 0.58 0.79 (0.89) 0.37
Heavy user 29 17.8 (4.3) 12-28 0.55 (0.91) 0.54 1.04 (0.92) 0.26

Depressive dimension (8-32)
Intercept 12.69 (0.24) o 0.01 15.08 (1.26) o 0.01
No adversity 249 12.7 (3.4) 8-29 Reference Reference
One early adversity 38 14.2 (4.7) 9-30 1.51 (0.66) 0.02 1.54 (0.65) 0.02
X 2 early adversities 32 16.5 (5.1) 10-32 3.83 (0.71) o 0.01 3.40 (0.73) o 0.01

Intercept 13.18 (0.25) o 0.01 15.81 (1.30) o 0.01
No cannabis use 260 13.2 (3.9) 8-32 Reference Reference
Use mild/moderate 30 13.4 (4.8) 9-30 0.21 (0.76) 0.77 0.56 (0.75) 0.46
Heavy user 29 13.8 (3.7) 9-22 0.61 (0.78) 0.43 1.19 (0.78) 0.13

Total score (33-92)
Intercept 44.59 (0.61) o 0.01 48.33 (3.22) o 0.01
No adversity 249 44.6 (8.7) 33-81 Reference Reference
One early adversity 38 48.5 (11.2) 34-86 3.95 (1.67) 0.02 3.93 (1.67) 0.02
X 2 early adversities 32 53.9 (13.4) 36-92 9.30 (1.80) o 0.01 8.49 (1.86) o 0.01

Intercept 45.62 (0.62) o 0.01 50.25 (3.31) o 0.01
No cannabis use 260 45.6 (9.7) 33-92 Reference Reference
Use mild/moderate 30 46.8 (12.3) 34-86 1.17 (1.93) 0.54 1.89 (1.91) 0.32
Heavy user 29 48.6 (9.7) 35-71 2.96 (1.96) 0.13 4.11 (1.97) 0.04

CAPE = Community Assessment of Psychic Experiences; SD = standard deviation; SE = standard error.
Bold font denotes statistical significance.
*Adjusted by sex, age, marital status, and years of study.
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catchment area, ensured greater representativeness of
the general population.38 This approach also strength-
ened the search for further psychometric evidence of
the CAPE instrument, as well as characterization of
manifestations in the psychosis spectrum, in the general
population.4 Secondly, using a standardized instrument
to confirm the psychiatric diagnosis (SCID for DSM-IV)
ensured the exclusion of participants with psychotic
disorders from the general population. Finally, this is
the first study to validate a version of the CAPE in an
emerging country, which has allowed investigation
of PEs in a Brazilian sample. Our study will certainly
contribute to future epidemiological studies aiming to
understand the psychosis spectrum in developed and
emerging nations.

In conclusion, the Brazilian version of the CAPE pre-
sented acceptable psychometric properties after exclud-
ing nine items. In a population-based sample, PEs were
reported by people not diagnosed with any psychotic
disorder. Likewise, PEs were associated with common
adversity, such as childhood adversities, and cannabis
use in individuals from the community, which is similar to
what has been described in other countries and cultures
and reinforces the validity of the CAPE. Given that PEs
are more prevalent than psychotic disorders, this phe-
nomenon could represent an intermediate step towards
a better understanding of psychoses. Further studies
that seek associations between PEs and other social
and biological risk factors could contribute to a deeper
understanding of the etiology and physiopathogenesis
of psychoses, as well as the risk and protective factors
for psychoses in emerging countries. Finally, it would be
interesting to compare the CAPE’s psychometric perfor-
mance with other instruments validated in Brazil, e.g.,
the Composite International Diagnostic Interview,39 the
Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale, the Schizotypal
Personality Questionnaire,40 and the Magical Ideation
scale,41 which could be used to estimate the occurrence
of PE-related constructs.
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